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IMPORTANT
You are allowed to give this e-book to whoever you like.
However, it can only be distributed in this form and it is not allowed to change the
content and/or format, or to use information from this e-book in any other way. Don’t
use small pieces of text but only use and distribute it in its original form! This is a free ebook, it is not allowed to be sold!
I have written this book for you with the greatest care and dedication. I therefore hope
that you respect the above!
If you are working with horses professionally, than you can post this e-book on your
website (with references) or distribute it to the readers of your newsletter. You can also
use a printed copy, for example in the waiting area of a veterinary practice, in the
canteen of the riding school, in a horse supply shop, … However, as said before, this has
to be in its original form.
Disclaimer:
The information in this e-book is a rendition of my personal vision and experiences. I
also tried my best to be sure that the information provided to you is as accurate and as
clear as possible. It is, however, not my responsibility how you or someone else use and
practice this information. I, Karine Vandenborre, cannot be held responsible in any
direct or indirect way, by anyone, as a result of accidents, damage, or any other results
of any imperfections, inaccuracies, and/or incompleteness of the information provided.
About www.horsefulnesstraining.com
www.horsefulnesstraining.com is for everyone with a passion for horses and who
would like to train horses in a horse friendly and responsible manner.
The aim of his website is to give free information about horses and Horsefulness
Training. On www.horsefulnesstraining.com you will find many valuable tips and advice
about horses and training horses.
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Horsefulness Training
My name is Karine Vandenborre (1977). I’m a full-time horse trainer and
instructor since 1995.
My expertise lies in solving relational problems between horse and humans
and training problems . I gained this expertise through all my work with so
called “problem horses”, often also severely traumatized horses.
I’ve also been specializing in bitless riding since 2005.
I believe that every person who deals with horses has the same goal:
creating a team with his horse. A team where the foundation is formed by
trust, partnership, communication and mutual respect.
I’m the founder of Horsefulness Training. Horsefulness Training exists of 4
training components: Liberty Training, Groundwork, Gymnastic
Groundwork and Bitless Riding Art.
In this e-book, I will introduce you to the second training component:
Groundwork.
But, it’s very important, before you read and learn about Groundwork, that
you understand why it is important to first do Liberty Training with your
horse. So be sure to read my e-book “An introduction to Horsefulness
Liberty Training: A path to true connection and succesful training” first! You
can download it for free here.
After reading it, you can continue with this e-book on groundwork.
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Groundwork
Horsefulness Training consists of 4 training components:
1. Liberty Training
2. Groundwork
3. Gymnastic Groundwork
4. Bitless Riding

Groundwork continues building on “Liberty Training” but it is also a very
good preparation for Gymnastic Groundwork and Bitless Riding.
It’s very important to build up a strong connection and clear
communication with your horse before you start with groundwork.
Horsefulness Liberty Training is the perfect way to do that. Because
groundwork will then be much easier for you and your horse: your horse
will trust you more, he will understand you better, he will be more relaxed
and therefore he will learn better and cooperate better. So groundwork
will then be more fun for both.
Horsefulness Liberty Training gives you and your horse the perfect and
solid foundation to work upon, so be sure to start with that before you
proceed with groundwork training. These are the steps to take:
1. First read the free e-book: “An introduction to Horsefulness Liberty
Training: A path to true connection and succesful training”
2. Then watch this video on liberty training
3. And when you really want to go for it, then register for the
“Horsefulness Liberty Training program”
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What is groundwork?
Groundwork is the second training component of Horsefulness Training.
Groundwork is the collective term for all exercises which involve the horse
being lead and guided by a rope and halter or neckrope (while in Liberty
the horse is “free”, he is not held by a rope). To extend your body you can
potentially use a whip/training stick.
During groundwork exercises you continue to work on mutual trust,
respect and clear communication through which training your horse will
not only become safer, but also more fun and easy.

During both liberty work and groundwork (and also the other 2 training
components) the most important communication is your own attitude. Can
you stay calm and deal with your horse without judgment? Do you work
with the right intentions?
If so your horse will like to be with you and your bond will become
stronger.
During groundwork we start “training” the horse. This means we start
teaching him things that aren’t so natural anymore (According to the
Horsefulness philosophy, Liberty Training is based on the natural way of
connecting and communicating for horses. So while it is called Liberty
“Training”, I don’t see it as training, as we are not teaching the horse
something new or unnatural).
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Let me take the example of “yielding to
physical aids”. The horse needs to
understands this concept because in the
human world there will be a lot of unnatural
physical “pressure”. For example pressure
behind the ears when tied up to the wall,
pressure from the riders legs, stepping
backwards off a trailer, etc...
Getting your horse used to the trailer, to traffic, to a saddle, … is also
“training”. Because these are all situations which would never occur when
your horse wouldn’t live with humans, but in the wild. We have to teach
the horse this, that is “training”.
So an important thing groundwork does for your horse is helping him to
better deal with life in the “human world”.
In all of these acts the horse has to know how to cope with it, accept it and
hopefully also enjoy it as much as possible.
Above all groundwork will contribute to an even better communication,
because now you can also ask your horse things he wouldn’t naturally
understand.
It is enjoyable to watch the penny drop for a horse and see him think:
“Ooooh, now I get it!” And from that moment on your horse just
understands what you ask of him or he understands what a certain
situation is all about.

Do horses like to be trained?
Yes, my experience is that horses do really like “training” and learning new,
unnatural things, but only if you convey it in an honest, respectful and
understandable way!
I like to compare this to learning the alphabet when you’re 6. If no one
teaches this to you, you can be perfectly happy and not lack anything, but if
you know how to read and write your life in our society will be a lot easier.
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Horses are forced to live in a “human world”, no matter how naturally you
house and take care of them. So some exercises we teach them during
groundwork are a little bit like learning the alphabet when you’re 6. It
makes their life easier and more comfortable. Others are there for the
connection or just for fun!

Reasons to do Groundwork
 Continuing the friendship and connection you have developed during
Liberty Training
 Learning how to give good guidance and show leadership, in
situations that are more difficult (think about traffic training or
taking your horse to an unknown place)
 Learning how to define boundaries when the horse is on the lead
(which is often more difficult on the lead then in Liberty, that’s why
it’s always best to first do Liberty Training).
 To help your horse understand the human world and human wishes
(such as daily handling and care, being attached on the wall, trailer
loading, traffic, vet treatments, …)
 Helping fearful or traumatized horses overcome their fears/traumas
 Preparation for Gymnastic Groundwork
 Preparation for riding
 You develop yourself to be the best trainer possible!
 It gives you and the horse more variation in training
 Helping your horse to remain fit on every level: physical, mental,
emotional and spiritual
 And very important: if done well, it's fun to do for both!

Basic and Continued Groundwork
There is Basic Groundwork and Continued Groundwork.
Basic groundwork doesn’t mean it is groundwork for beginners. It means
that al the basic exercises are the exercises every horse and human should
know and train. Only then a horse can feel good in our human world, can
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understand what we are asking and only then it is fun for both do to things
together in a safe an relaxed manner.
So in basic groundwork you can do the exercise very simple but you can
also make these exercises more challenging and the same it is with
continued groundwork.
So, when you start with groundwork you will first start with Basic
Groundwork. Many basic groundwork exercises exist and they can be
divided into five main groups
1. Lead exercises
2. Touch exercises
3. Yielding for physical aids
4. Yielding for driving aids
5. Circle work.
When you and your horse master these 5 basic groundwork exercises you
are both ready to proceed with Continued Groundwork.
But first a bit more on the 5 basics.
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The 5 basic Groundwork exercises
1. Lead exercises
The name says it all: these exercises cover leading. You lead the horse from
point A to point B on a halter (or neckrope) and a rope.
There are three basic lead exercises:
 Leading from the lead position
You walk in front of the horse and you
clearly define your space. This way, the
horse learns to respect your intimate
and personal space when being led. You
also work on your leadership skills,
because in all lead exercises, you
determine your path and speed.
However, in certain situations/cases, you can deliberately choose to
give the lead to your horse, letting the horse choose direction and
speed.
 Leading from the partner position
You walk near the shoulder of
the horse. The horse learns to
stay next to you, both while
walking and trotting, while
walking backwards, halting and
waiting, the turns to the left and
right.
In this position, you lead and drive the horse at the same time, which
you practice both on the left side of the horse and on the right. In most
cases, you only do this exercise if you have established leading in the
first position well.
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Indeed, you should be able to put your horse back from your intimate
space from the partner position at all times while the horse stays
relaxed and trustful.
 Leading from the drive position
Leading from the drive position is
leading your horse while you walk
behind his driving line. If you drive
behind that line you are asking the
horse to move . So when you walk
behind that line you are in the drive
position.
In Liberty you communicate in this way with your horse during Easy
Herding. Easy Herding is often more easy to start with, because you
don’t have the rope hanging next to the horse and if the horse would
get worried, he can walk away from you.
During Easy Herding, the horse already gets used to you being in that
position while communicating with passive and active body language.
That’s why it is best to practice this lead position first in Liberty.
If you have done Horsefulness
Liberty training you can see the
connection with Liberty
Training here.
Because also in Liberty
Training we use these three
lead positions. When you have
done them in liberty first, it’s
logical that it will go easier and
more relaxed during
groundwork.
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2. Touch exercises
In these exercises the horse learns to accept, trust and ultimately enjoy our
touches. We start with this in Liberty with the 3rd connection exercise,
Greet & Groom.
Touch exercises are very important yet underestimated very often. But, in
Horsefulness Training we give a lot of attention to this. Touch exercises are
good for so many things.
Think about:






Reinforcing the bond
Building trust in touching sensitive parts of the body
Body awareness
Relaxation in the horse
Preparing the horse for vet treatment, or for riding which is the most
intense form of touch. You are on the horse, with your legs around
the horse.

There are two basic touch exercises:
 Stroking
You stroke the horse over the entire
body with both hands. Attention is also
given to the sensitive parts of the body
such as the groin, stomach, sheath,
nipples, ears, mouth, eyes, and tail as
well as under the tail.
You can also stroke the horse with a
whip, a stick, a bag or a cloth.
The horse will then learn to trust these objects and learn to deal with
sounds around and on his/her body, like a rustling plastic bag.
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 Grooming
You scratch and rub the places that the
horse clearly enjoys. This is often around
the withers and mane. Many horses also
enjoy the places around the tail, on the
shoulders and on the loins. Grooming
aims to show your friendship for the
horse.
You can sometimes use it as a reward too.
Next to those two basic touch exercises you can also do head work, tail
work and leg work. Or any kind of massage you like to give and the horse
likes to receive, like relaxation massage, shiatsu, TTouch, …
If you want to massage your horse, you will first need to know whether the
horse already accepting your touch and whether it is calm and relaxed
during stroking.
Touch exercises are a preparation for the 3rd basic groundwork exercise,
yielding to physical aids.

3. Yielding to physical aids
We teach the horse to go along with subtle and soft physical pressure.
Again, you can distinguish several basic exercises.
 Head down: the horse yields to slight downward pressure behind the
ears by lowering the head
 Nose to flank: the horse yields to slight pressure on the side of the head
by moving the nose to the flank
 Forwards: the horse yields to slight forward pressure behind the ears
by stepping forwards
 Backwards on the nose: the horse yields to slight pressure on the nose
by stepping backwards
 Backwards on the chest: the horse yields to slight pressure on the chest
by stepping backwards
© 2017 Karine Vandenborre – Horsefulness Training
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 Forequarters yield: the horse yields to slight pressure on the shoulder
by stepping to the side with the forehand
 Hindquarters yield: the horse yields to slight pressure on the side of the
hindquarters by stepping to the side with the hind quarters
 Bending: the horse yields to the slight pressure on the girth area by
bending his/her body (the body bends around your hand)
 Follow the rope: the horse yields to the slight pressure on the halter by
bringing the nose to the flank and then following the rope that
surrounds his body.

In addition to these 9 basic yielding exercises there are also other exercises
you can practice:
- Lifting the back in response to upward pressure under the belly of
the horse.
- Lifting a leg when applying slight pressure to that leg.
- Mouth open when you apply slight pressure to the corners of the
mouth.
- ...
These exercises are of major importance, because horses will most of the
time go against pressure on body parts where they are not used to
experience pressure.
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Think about physical pressure behind the ears. In
our human world a horse will have to learn to be
attached to a wall and then the horse will feel
pressure behind the ears when he steps backwards
and the rope is under tension.
Therefore it is important that we teach the horse
to understand and deal with all sorts of pressure
so he doesn’t become afraid when it occurs.
But we as humans also learn in what way we can use physical aids (or
direct pressure) in a way that the horse likes to follow that pressure and
thus yields to that pressure. Because you can understand that if you give
that pressure too fast, too sudden, or in an insensitive way it’s more likely
the horse will get irritated, go against the pressure or will resist severely.
So in fact it is also a way of communicating with each other and to
understand each other. It helps the horse to understand a lot of things in
our human world.
Horses who panic when they are attached on the wall, horses who pull on
the rope when they feel a little bit of pressure on it, horses who push
against you when you ask with your hands on the shoulder to step to the
side so you can pass, but also horses who go against the pressure of the
reins or the legs. These are all things you can solve or prepare on the
ground by teaching the horse step by step the concept of yielding to
physical aids.
In riding, it is then only a matter of making sure the horse makes the
association with groundwork. In that way, the horse will also react with
lightness on your physical aids and that is what we strive for. If you can
communicate with lightness, you and your horse will feel better.
And lightness is also what we want in the next basic exercise and that
exercise is: yielding to driving aids.
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4. Yielding to driving aids
Here, we ask the horse to yield, but we do not touch the horse. We use
driving aids instead. We are giving these driving aids from a distance,
whereby it is namely our energy, the way we use our posture, our position
to the horse and our movements that make it possible for us to ask the
horse to yield.
Just like when we do “Your Spot My Spot” or “Easy Herding”. Those
connection exercises build up communication with your horse but they also
prepare for this particular groundwork exercise and for groundwork in
general.
You can ask a horse to yield to driving aids
 Forward, backward, left and right.
 With the forequarters (forequarters yield),
with the hindquarters (hindquarters yield)
or both simultaneously (moving
sideways).
These exercises are often intertwined in the other basic exercises such as
Leading and Circle Work. Think about
- Defining your personal and intimate space while leading from the
lead position
- Going forward from the partner position
- Turn to the left and to the right from the partner position
- To leave on a circle during circle work
- …
The goal of these exercises is that we don’t have to touch the horse to ask
or say something but that we can communicate with subtle driving energy,
without physical contact. Because that is how horses also communicate
with each other. The biggest part of their communication happens without
physical contact, so only from a distance, using driving and inviting aids.
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For a horse, it is more natural to do that in liberty then when he is attached
on the rope, so it is very important that you build on this during liberty
training and its eight connection exercises first.
If you don’t do that and you start to
use driving aids without preparing
that first in liberty, there is a chance
that you will have to give much
stronger aids or that the horse gets
afraid or tensed by it.

Fear and tension in horses can cause defensive or dominant behavior.
Another consequence can be that the horse wants to get away from your
driving aids and thus pulls on the rope.
Experience has shown that the connection exercises are also here the
perfect preparation. Horsefulness Liberty Training really sets you and your
horse up for success in Groundwork!
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5. Circle Work
Circle work includes everything whereby you let the horse circle around
you in walk, trot or canter. There is also a connection with Liberty Training
here, that is Spontaneous Circling.
With circle work we now have, next to
the three lead positions, also a fourth
position we can use in the handling
and communication with our horse,
namely the circle position.
Circle work brings even more
possibilities and variation for both
horse and human.

Circle work does not mean you can only circle. You can also ask for straight
lines, so from the circle you offer the horse to go on a straight line followed
by a circle again. Like that circle work will be more varied and playful.
During circle work we communicate through active and passive body
language, inviting and driving body language. All things you have developed
in liberty first.
In circle work you can
 practice transitions, like progressive transitions or non-progressive
transitions.
 Practice transitions within the pace.
 Change directions through an S in walk, trot or canter.
 Combine straight lines with half/full circles.
 Integrate obstacles like poles, cones, cavaleletti, jumps, tarpaulins, …
 Ask for side movements.
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Circle work has a lot of advantages.
 The circle is often a very good exercise to start other exercises, like
moving sideways from the circle or asking the horse to jump an
obstacle.
 Circle work is ideal to offer the horse the possibility to trot or canter
during groundwork and channelize excess energy in that way.
 Depending on how you offer it, it can generate more energy in the
horse, for example when a horse is phlegmatic/not forward enough.
 But circle work can also calm down a nervous horse.
 With certain exercises during circle work you can work on dominant
behavior.
 Circle work will help the horse to be more focused.
 With circle work you can help the horse overcome obstacles without
you having to lead in the front (you circle the horse over a plastic
tarpaulin, water, …).
 Correct circle work will help the horse to release tension in the mind
and in the body.
 Circle work is gymnasticizing.
 It is the preparation for dressage lunging
Now you understand that circle work really is an invaluable exercise and
therefore it is very important to know how to do it correctly!

These were the 5 basic groundwork exercises and you will learn everything
about each of them in the Horsefulness Groundwork Program. But there is
more… In the HGP you also find courses on Continued Groundwork! Let’s
have a look at what Continued Groundwork is exactly.
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Continued Groundwork
If you and your horse master Basic Groundwork, then you are ready to start
with Continued Groundwork.
Continued groundwork is everything you can do during groundwork, but in
which it is necessary that you and your horse already know and understand
the basics very good. If your horse does not understand these exercises yet,
Continued Groundwork can’t be successful.
On the other hand, when you take the time it takes for Basic Groundwork
(with Liberty Training as the foundation), then all the Continued
Groundwork will be more successful, you will be able to explain and guide
your horse better in these exercises. That’s because the connection is there,
the communication is there and you have already learned how to train your
horse.
Continued Groundwork involves







Groundwork with the neck rope
Obstacle training
The double long lines
Trailerloading
Traffic training
Preparation for riding.

Groundwork with the neckrope
Groundwork with the neckrope has a lot of advantages. First of all you are
not able to use the halter on the head for communication. You can’t “block”
the head anymore, for example, when the horse looks away or goes away.
Now you will have to use other signals to invite the horse to stay with you
or look at you.
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By doing Groundwork with the
neckrope you will become even more
aware of your body language. You
will have to play even more with
energy, body posture, body position
and body movements.
Working with the neckrope will also improve your timing and feel.
A lot of horses like the neckrope
better than a halter or cavesson,
because they prefer to have their
head totally free.
And working with the neckrope will
definitely give you a bigger feeling
of connection.
This is what some of my students have to say about working with the
neckrope.
“I prefer to train my horse with a neckrope, because it gives me a feeling of
true connection. My horse looks happier!"
“I didn’t know I was blocking Amy’s head so often. But then I became more
aware of that after our last lesson when you taught me how to do
groundwork with the neckrope. Now I use my body language when she thinks
about leaving the circle. In the beginning that was difficult, I was often too
late, but with the tips you gave me, it is starting to go better and better and I
can see Amy is much happier because I don’t block her head anymore. She
even stopped pinning her ears when doing circle work, and that is a major
change.”
“Since the work with the neckrope I noticed that Grace shakes her head less
when asking her to trot on. I suspect that the reason for that is that I am
obliged to use better body language “
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“I have the idea that Smoky enjoys this, because he has a bigger sense of
freedom and his head is free. By doing the groundwork exercises with a neck
rope I pay even more attention to my body language and Smoky does too.
Whenever my position was wrong he reacted on that and when I adjusted my
position, the exercises went well again.”
“I’ve been working a few times now with the neckrope instead of the halter
and I really like it. Lotte thinks more along and doesn’t fall into automatic
responses so much anymore. She became more relaxed by working with the
neckrope and I notice more relaxed ear movements”
“Groundwork with the neckrope is so much fun and gives me such a good
feeling! I feel this has taken me and my horse to the next level, our
communication gets better and better and we really feel connected. Thank
you for teaching all of us how to work with less pressure and more feel!”

Obstacle training
Obstacles can be
- poles
- cavaletti
- jumps
- cones
- plastic tarpaulins
- water
- plastic bottles
- flags
- umbrellas
- a bridge
- balloons
- barrels
- hoops
- plastic ribbons
- ….
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And every combination that is possible to make with these things. Like a
narrow passage, a tunnel, a fly curtain, …
We teach the horse to go over, under, in between those obstacles. You can
also set up a whole obstacle trail, with multiple obstacles at once, going
from one obstacle to another.

Other “obstacles” can be noises. Think about a shaving machine, a fly spray
or a rustling bag.
Or even smells. I once trained a horse who was afraid of the smell of petrol.
We had to work on that, showing the horse it was nothing to be afraid of,
because the horse was always panicking when the gardener smelled like
petrol when he passed by (he smelled like petrol after he cleaned his
gardening machines).
The main reasons to do obstacle training are:
 Helping your horse to overcome his fear for certain
things/situations/obstacles (in a safe environment first)
 Presenting your horse new, unknown things to examine and learn
from (so stimulating your horse mentally)
 Building courage, confidence and trust in the horse (the more
obstacles the horse knows, the better he will deal with unknown
scary situations)
 Preparing your horse for outside walks and traffic
 Variation and fun in the training
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And for yourself:
 Learning how to face more
challenging situations yourself.
 Learning how to give good and
clear guidance in difficult
situations.
 Getting to know your horse
better and better.
You can read here what Horsefulness Training students think about the
obstacle training:
“Since the obstacle training course at the Horsefulness Training centre I
found the confidence to lead my horse through difficult situations instead of
what I used to do: avoid difficult situations… I now know how to stay calm
and present and how to guide my horse. So last week we went for a walk
and… YES, I managed to lead my horse past two really big trucks! That was
really a big victory for me!”
“Vivo has gained more confidence due to the obstacle training I have been
practicing. I’ve been practicing this during the last 2 weeks. He is not afraid
anymore to step over plastic bags. He also overcame his fear of the fly
curtain. I have the impression he actually likes to overcome his fears. It seems
like it gives him more self-esteem.”
“Before obstacle training my horse was shy and nervous, now my horse is
more calm and easier to handle. It really helped both of us, because part of
the problem was—of course—also me. I mirrored my horse, my horse
mirrored me, it was a vicious circle. Since we do obstacle training I learned to
give better leadership to my horse, just what he needed. Thank you for
helping us get out of that vicious circle we were in and showing us how fun
obstacle training is.”
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The double long lines
When you work with your horse in the double long lines, you walk behind
the horse in the drive position. You can also work from the circle position.
The perfect preparation for this is the work in liberty (in particular Easy
Herding) and after that the basic groundwork exercise “leading from the
drive position”.
This is what a student had to say about her first double long line session with
her horse:
“I have just done first proper long-reining session with Bismillah in the arena,
for about 10 mins. He was absolutely brilliant! Very responsive, not worried
about me walking behind him, walking on when asked and standing when
asked with minimal support from the long lines. Put this down to all the Easy
Herding we've done at liberty. Bismillah has got used to me walking up
behind him asking him to walk on, to which he sometimes acquiesced! I was
also doing this on my own, so no-one else to lead him forward. He was relaxed
and interested so I praised him lots and lots, which he seemed to like! Can't
quite believe it. Some riders have told me they normally have at least three
people to help for the first time doing long-reining. Didn't need the driving
whip either. Voice plus a little gentle encouragement from the long-lines and
he moved forward very nicely. Thank you Karine Vandenborre!”
There are many reasons to do double long lining with your horse:
 To prepare the horse for riding: the horse learns rein aids and voice
aids, he gets used to movements on his flanks (legs of the rider)
 For traffic training
 It’s good for building more courage: a lot of horses like to follow,
especially in scary situations, because then the horse feels supported
the most. During double long lining the horse learns to pass a scary
object first. That’s why it’s good for building courage. So, obstacle
training in the double long lines is very valuable!
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 To solve certain problems/work on certain challenges that are
difficult to work on under saddle, like teaching the horse to be more
forward, working on resistance, teaching the horse to go backwards,
solving hyperflexion,… Most of these things you can also do under
saddle of course, but doing it first on the ground can be more safe in
some cases or easier for the horse to understand. When the horse
does it well in the double long lines, you can then proceed under
saddle again.
 You can use it to warm-up your horse or to cool-down your horse.
 To give the horse the opportunity to rehabilitate without the weight
of a rider on his back
 To prepare the horse to pull a carriage or other load
 For variation and fun: a lot of horse like this very much!!
 It will also teach you how to give softer rein aids, so you will even
become a better rider!
So, reasons enough to take the time to learn this!

Read here what Horsefulness Training students say about double long lining:
“Me and my horse Mustard just love the work in the double long lines! We go
out for walks and we also do obstacle training in the long lines. We even take
small jumps with it! It gives us more possibilities, more variation in our
training program. We do it once a week, for about an hour, and after the
session Mustard never wants to leave my side, it’s like he is saying: why are
we quitting?”
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“I wish I learned this sooner. Since I practice the backing up in the double
long lines, the backing up under saddle goes more fluently.”
“The work in the double long lines helped Silke to be more brave in traffic.
She now stops less when seeing something scary and takes the lead easier
when riding in groups.”
“My rein aids are getting better and better by training my horse in the double
long lines. They are softer and clearer. My horse reacts on more subtle aids
now, also under saddle. My riding instructor is really surprised by the
progress I make in riding because of the double long lining!”

Trailer loading
Every horse should learn to have trust in
trailer loading and should learn how to load
in a relaxed and fluent way.
Still, there are a lot of horses who don’t
trailer load as it should. There are three
main causes for that:
1. Not enough preparation, a bad preparation, or no preparation at all!
You would be surprised how many people still that a horse should
just go in the trailer. They don’t think about it as ‘training’. One day
they have to take their horse somewhere, they rent a trailer, bring the
horse to the trailer, and think that their horse will just jump in right
away.
But trailer loading needs good preparation and decent training, just
like training your horse to carry a rider or to do dressage exercises.

2. Fear in the horse.
Every horse is more or less claustrophobic, so it needs to learn how
to overcome this. The horse can also have fear for the trailer because
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of bad experiences during trailer load training, an unsuitable trailer
or bad ride in a trailer (for example, due to a reckless driver).
3. The human.
Stress in the human, fear in the human, not being able to lead and
guide the horse in the correct way, not assertive enough or in the
contrary being too pushy/dominant, no knowledge, …
A lot of the time it is a combination of these three reasons: no or not
enough preparation, fear, and on top of that a human that doesn’t
handle this correctly and makes mistakes (despite all good intentions
of course!).
So if you want to avoid trailer load problems, then give your horse a decent
trailer training.
For me, trailer loading is one of the most fun things to train with horses
because I know that every horse can learn how to lead in a relaxed, willing
and fluent way. If you take the time for it, prepare your horse for it and
know how to present it to your horse, then trailer loading will be fun for
you and your horse too and it will become a game instead of a problem.

This is what some of my students have to say about Horsefulness Trailer
Loading Training:
“Thank you for helping me with the trailer loading problem I had. I loved
seeing you work with my horse. The calmness and softness you show whereby
you gain so much trust from the horse and willingness… that is a perfect
example for all of us. The result is that I have a better connection with my
horse now and that the problem of “not wanting to go on the trailer” is
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solved. Now I understand how to deal with a problem situation to find a calm
and horse friendly solution.”
“Thanks to Horsefulness TrailerLoad Training I now have a horse that goes
into the trailer by only pointing towards the trailer and a horse that stands
still quietly! Incredible! Thank you, Karine, for your lessons! “
“I’m very happy that I asked Karine to help me out and to teach me her trailer
loading approach. It really helped my horse to overcome his fear for the
trailer and I’ve learned how to load my horse calmly and relaxed. When I
consequently do what Karine showed me, then it works. After what I’ve seen
with my horse I am really convinced that the method works and that Karine
really knows what she is doing, how a horse thinks and what the solution is
for a particular problem.”

Traffic training
Traffic training is helping your horse to deal with and trust traffic and
places away from his familiar environment where he lives every day. There
where your horse will be confronted with roads, road signs, street lights,
billboards, … And with hikers, cyclists, cars, trucks, tractors, … But also
with streams, the forest, big open spaces like fields, cattle,…

It’s logical that when you want to take your horse out for trail rides or
walks in hand, that you will be doing traffic training.
But also, when you never go riding outside, it is best that you teach your
horse this. Because you never know that one day you have to take your
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horse somewhere in hand (or under saddle) for whatever reason and then
you don’t want your horse to panic because it’s the first time for the horse
to be on the road!
I had this experience with a horse that had to be trailer loaded on the street
(with very busy traffic!) because the owners of the horse got in a quarrel
with the stable owner and he threw them out. The same day they were
obliged to leave the stable and the owner didn’t give them permission to
load their horse on the courtyard, so they had to put the trailer on the
street. The horse was not used to traffic and I can tell you: it was the worst
trailer load session ever. The horse was completely stressed out. There
were trucks and cars rushing by, and with every vehicle that passed, the
horse jumped a few meters to the side, dragging me along…
I finally managed to get the horse on the trailer after more than three hours,
but you understand it was a very stressful situation for the horse and me,
while this could have been avoided if the horse had traffic training before…
Moreover, going for long walks or rides outside
your horse’s familiar environment at home, is
one of the most valuable activities to keep your
horse fit on every level: physical, mental,
emotional and spiritual.
Just like us humans like to leave the house once
in a while to feel good, also horses love to see
other things and experience new situations.
Going out is always interesting, nothing is ever the same: other people on
the road, more or less traffic, a dog that barks in a garden, children playing
in front of their house, … Each season also brings new things: other
weather, other plants and flowers, other animals in the fields or nature,… If
we can give our horse the opportunity to experience all this, we are
providing our horse with a more interesting and fulfilling live.
In a way, traffic training is never finished. Because there will always be new
situations. But you can prepare your horse as good as possible for this with
Horsefulness Training (Liberty and Groundwork).
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This is what students say about the traffic training.
“Thank you for the traffic training! Fuego is full of confidence and really
enjoys hacking out. He can still get a bit too excited when I ask for a canter,
but it stays manageable. We really enjoy our time in nature”
“Sultan was always afraid of cows, especially running cows. They really
freaked him out. It took me about a month or two, with three sessions a week,
doing as you advised me, to come to the point that he can now just stand still
and look at them. So now, whenever cows start running, I ask him to stop and
look at them. This calms the cows down and also him and I don’t lose control
anymore”
“Two years ago, I bought a seven year-old gelding who was trained well in
groundwork and riding. But he never received proper traffic training. Riding
out with him was quiet stressful, as he was very spooky. So I contacted Karine
to help me out. Her traffic training is a clear step-by-step approach. This
taught my horse to be confident in traffic and he started to like to hack out.
Traffic training doesn’t have to be “dangerous” or “risky”. If done “the
Horsefulness way” it’s actually fun and something to look forward too. You
take your time and the horse decides when it is time for the next step. I really
enjoyed the process and learned a lot from it. It took me almost a year to
come to the point we are now, but it was all worth it, because I’ve learned so
much more then “traffic training”. I learned a lot of new things about horse
training in general and I really learned how to communicate with my horse.”

Preparation for riding.
Sitting and riding on the horse is something we should respect deeply. The
horse has to fully agree with it, trust it, and want it. It’s not something we
decide to do, it’s the horse who decides when we are allowed to do that.
So we have to take the time for it, proving to the horse we can be trusted,
we are a friend and partner.
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You can’t just go sit on a horse that doesn’t know you, that doesn’t trust
you, that doesn’t understand you, that would be very disrespectful and for a
lot of horses also frightening. So Liberty is also the foundation here, it’s
what you start with.
And from there on you continue with Basic Groundwork. Every exercise in
Basic Groundwork will in one way or the other prepare and help you and
your horse when it comes to riding.
For example: touch exercises. When
you sit on your horse's back, with your
legs against his trunk, you are actually
touching your horse with a big part of
your body.
It’s a very vulnerable touch and the
most intimate touch possible.
You understand that it’s necessary to be aware of the impact this kind of
touch, has on the horse and with touch exercises you can already work
towards the sitting on the horse.
In Continued Groundwork we then go a step further and we introduce the
saddle pad, the girth, the saddle, standing on the mountain block, leaning
on the back, …

We can now use the communication that we developed during liberty and
groundwork to make ourselves understood, to help the horse, to guide the
horse through the process towards the actual riding.
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A very important step is of course also the Double Long Lines where the
horse gets used to rein aids, vocal aids and movements on the side of his
body (leg aids).
If you have built a solid foundation
in Liberty and a good and correct
preparation in Groundwork then
you can be almost sure that the first
time you actually go sitting on your
horse, will be a positive experience
for both you and your horse.
Needless to say, one needs to be skilled enough and experienced enough to
start a horse. If that is not the case, you will need to ask someone who can
help you with this!
This is what my students say about preparing their horse for riding with
Horsefulness Training
“I was very nervous to start my mare, because of the bad experience I had
with my previous horse. This horse bucked me off several times and I had to
bring him to a trainer to continue the training, because I became too afraid
to continue myself. This time I contacted Karine. I thought she was going to
take the horse in training but she told me she wanted me to do it, under her
guidance so that I could overcome my fear. I doubted, but I agreed finally
and now I am very happy I did it! We didn’t rush it, we took it very slow,
starting with liberty and then proceeding with groundwork. When it was
finally the moment to sit on Princess, Karine was there to hold my horse and
to guide me through it. Princess stayed relaxed and very curious about what
we were doing. A week after that I could walk with her through the arena
and another week from that we were already trotting! Taking it slow,
listening to the horse and especially to yourself is what I learned from this.”
“My horse was afraid of being mounted, didn’t want to stand still, but by
taking the time for the touch-exercises I learned during a Horsefulness
Training Clinic he finally started trusting it. When it was time to mount
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Karine explained to me how to do it. She gave me some very helpful tips, tips
that were new to me, but were very helpful and effective!”
“I never heard of Horsefulness Training until one of my clients told me about
a trainer who helped her with her young horse, after she saw me struggling
when trying to put the saddle on my horse for the first time. So I googled it
and after reading the website I decided to give it a try. I started with Liberty,
followed by Groundwork, just like Karine advises and strange but true: my
horse didn’t move one foot when putting the saddle on… Now I’m continuing
with the training and so far, everything goes very well.”

The Horsefulness Groundwork Training Program
So, I hope you now have a better understanding about Basic Groundwork
and Continued Groundwork and what benefits it will bring to you and your
horse(s).
Do you want to take this further? Do you also want to be the best possible
trainer for your horse and have a safe, relaxed, confident and happy horse?
Then take a look at the Horsefulness Groundwork Training Program.
In this program, you will find
- A Basic Groundwork course, covering the 5 basic exercises: Lead
exercises, touch exercises, yielding to physical aids, yielding to driving
aids, circle work
- Everything you need to know about groundwork with the neckrope
- Obstacle training
- A trailer load course
- A double long line course
- Lessons on traffic training
- Lessons on how to prepare your horse for riding
- Video’s of lessons with students
- Live online feedback sessions on Groundwork
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- Access to the closed Facebook group for members only (with the
possibility to post your video’s and receive feedback)
- Lifelong access to the whole program.
Do you want to know more about this program?
Then visit this special page where you will find all the details and were
you can register so you can start already today.
Thanks for reading this e-book!

Care for your horse.
Connect with your horse.
Make a difference in your horse’s life!
-- Karine Vandenborre
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